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bstract

Process safety practitioners have adopted quality management principles in design of process safety management systems with positive effect,
et achieving safety objectives sometimes remain a distant target. Companies regularly apply tools and methods which have roots in quality and
roductivity improvement. The “plan, do, check, act” improvement loop, statistical analysis of incidents (non-conformities), and performance
rending popularized by Dr. Deming are now commonly used in the context of process safety. Significant advancements in HSE performance are
eported after applying methods viewed as fundamental for quality management.

In pursuit of continual process safety improvement, the paper examines various quality improvement methods, and explores how methods
ntended for product quality can be additionally applied to continual improvement of process safety. Methods such as Kaizen, Poke yoke, and

RIZ, while long established for quality improvement, are quite unfamiliar in the process safety arena. These methods are discussed for application

n improving both process safety leadership and field work team performance. Practical ways to advance process safety, based on the methods, are
iven.

2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

“No great improvements in the lot of mankind are possible
until a great change takes place in the fundamental constitu-
tion of their modes of thought. ”

John Stuart Mill
English economist & philosopher (1806–1873)

Application of process safety principles has promoted sig-
ificant reductions in disabling injuries, with many companies
eporting lost workday cases one-tenth of that experienced
nly 10 years ago. The severity of major accidents, when they
o occur, has been markedly improved by more sophisticated
esponse activities. Various analytical tools, techniques, and
pproaches have been standardized to underpin the improve-

ents in safety performance. Many companies express a

orporate safety vision and in various forms: “No one gets hurt”,
No harm to people”, “Zero Tolerance Target Zero (0TT0)”
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eflecting the view that all accidents are preventable. While
here has been very good progress toward this vision, many
rganizations are finding that the accident and incident rates
re beginning to level off. This suggests that the gains made
y existing activities are providing sustainable levels of perfor-
ance, yet there remains the potential for further gains in pursuit

f the corporate vision.
Often, improvements in a field of study are made through

daptation of methods in a related field. This paper explores
everal analytical methods that have been used for improve-
ent of quality management systems. The following methods

re examined:

Kaizen: A method for applying continuous incremental
improvement of business processes. This is an adaptation of
the Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycle.
Poke yoke: A method for mistake proofing a product or pro-
cess.
TRIZ: A systematic approach for stimulating innovation in

design.

For each of the methods, an overview of the history, approach,
nd traditional applications is given. Following that, discussion

mailto:karl.van.scyoc@dnv.com
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jhazmat.2008.02.036
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f its possible application for process safety is described. Full
reatment of the methods in the context of process safety cannot
e achieved in a short paper; however, this discussion is intended
o stimulate thought and encourage those seeking the objective
f “target zero”.

. Kaizen

Sometimes big events result in significant course corrections
n safety management. Major process events have prompted very
ig leaps of industry safety practices, such as with the promul-
ation of the Process Safety Management (PSM)1 Standard in
he United States, which mandated a collection of activities fol-
owing the 1989 Phillips Refinery incident which claimed 23
ives.

The industry response to PSM was to invest heavily in risk
nalysis, training programs, procedure development, emergency
lanning, and maintenance practices. This investment of capital
nd manpower produced a surge of improvement in technology
nd practices, with apparent improvement to safety perfor-
ance regarding major accidents. However, some organizations

ost momentum in their approach to managing major accident
otential-growing complacent with the daily attention to risk
ontrols. For some manufacturing sites, the safety shortcomings
aised by Lord Cullen in the investigation of the Piper Alpha
isaster of 1988 hold eerily true today:

“It appears to me that there were significant flaws in the
quality of the management of safety. . .”
“Senior management were too easily satisfied the permit to
work system was being operated correctly. . .”
“They adopted a superficial response when issues of safety
were raised by others. . .”

The direction of process safety has historically been set by
ndustry events, but sustaining that progress and improving upon
he approach may come from within the manufacturing organi-
ations themselves. In the absence of major industrial events,
ignificant improvements to process safety may be made through
he combination of many small improvements in contrast to

ajor change initiatives.
Kaizen [1–3] was designed to drive overall excellence

hrough incremental improvements to work processes. It is a
rocess based on improving quality, cost and delivery by the
limination of waste (muda). It is characterized by high-energy
roblem solving improvement teams that help ‘good ideas’
ecome reality.

Kaizen has its roots in post-WWII Japan when the economy
as in shambles and product quality was shoddy. Toyota, among
ther manufacturing firms, was struggling to stay afloat and
ajor layoffs were carried out. This shakeup left the businesses

ith reduced labor force and slim capital-consequently, a better
ay to do business was desperately needed. The resulting Toyota
roduction System borrowed from principles of statistical qual-

1 29 CFR 1910.119.
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Fig. 1. Continual Improvement Loop, Deming.

ty control of manufacturing processes, and embraced methods
o reduce the waste in manufacturing. The Japanese further con-
ulted with Dr. William E. Deming from the United States, who
as advocating a continuous improvement process for quality
anagement. This process is widely referred to as the Plan-Do-
heck-Act model, Fig. 1, encouraging continual improvement
nd verifying that improvement is retained. Kaizen emerged as
fusion of the Deming continuous improvement process and the
apanese philosophies for management and manufacturing.

The continuous improvement model, shown at right, forms
he basis of the Kaizen work process. The intent of the improve-

ent loop elements is given below:

PLAN: Analyze information, solicit ideas, and select best plan
for improvement.
DO: Implement the plan (either as a pilot or fully deployed).
CHECK: Gather information to verify that the desired effects
of change are seen.
ACT: Sustain gains made, make course corrections needed.

This improvement loop is well known among designers of
afety management systems. The PDCA loop is imbedded as
part of the management system design, usually in connection
ith medium to long-term safety planning, implementation, and

udit/review cycles. In Kaizen, the continual improvement usu-
lly takes place at the “shop floor”, where incremental change
an be more effectively, and immediately, realized. A Kaizen
vent may progress through the PDCA cycle in a matter of
ours.

Kaizen is rarely used to “re-engineer” an organization, since
his leads to significant disruption of an organization, where the
eeds of distrust may be planted. The destabilizing changes in
orkforce, management structure, and labor agreements should
e resolved prior to undertaking Kaizen.

Kaizen, in practice, takes many forms, but all seem to have
he following attributes:
Engagement of management and employees in teams, as
peers, identifying possible improvement areas.
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Participative management, with decisions being made at the
lowest possible level, by the individuals most affected by
change.
High level of trust with no-blame culture.
Recognition, and acceptance, that there are problems.
The Kaizen process is driven by facts and data, not by opin-
ions.
There is a formal walkthrough of the work process to identify
sources of waste.
The focus is on reducing waste (activities that add cost and
provide no/limited value) and sustaining the gains, once waste
is removed.
Change is incremental and evolutionary—not revolutionary.
Kaizen is both a philosophy and an approach.

The culture of Kaizen encourages immediate improvement to
ecognized waste. As such, some of the Kaizen benefit emerges
hrough small changes in daily routines. For example, connect-
ng two adjacent elevated platforms eliminates the requirement
or maintenance or operations to scale two ladders. However, if
here is rarely a need to access the platforms in the first place,
here is little waste, and the cost of connecting the platforms may
ot offset the waste removed. These decisions and discussions
ay usually be addressed at the unit level, giving immediate

eedback to the suggestion, while demonstrating value to the
customer’.

A more structured version of Kaizen, sometimes known as
Kaizen Event [2] is a facilitated team-event incorporating

he Kaizen practices. A Kaizen Event has focus on a particu-
ar improvement problem, with specific expectations for waste
limination or reduction. There may be production interruptions
s the Kaizen team fulfils its objectives (e.g. to evaluate ineffi-
iencies in the production process), so adequate provision is
ade in inventory to provide assurance that customer deliveries

re uninterrupted. Kaizen Events usually require 3 days to carry

ut. Initially the team pores over data, and through interaction
n the work area, defines the work process as it actually is, rather
han how it is assumed to be, Fig. 2. Areas for improvement are
rioritized and a plan is presented to management for consid-

Fig. 2. Important Kaizen Event Considerations.
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ration. Once approved, the team oversees implementation and
akes responsibility for the plan. Course corrections are made,
gain as a team, and progress measures are reported. Once sus-
ained improvements are made the team charter is fulfilled. A
elebration of success is arranged, and management recognition
iven to the team.

From a process safety standpoint, application of Kaizen
ould have focus on the reduction of residual risk (=waste)
r activities that provide no/limited risk reduction. Commonly
sed team-based methods that achieve risk reduction include
rocess Hazards Analysis (PHAs) in its many forms, emer-
ency preparedness reviews, Job Hazard Analysis (JHA), and
nherently safer design reviews. While these may indeed be data
riven systematic approaches for defining risk reductions, the
eams usually have little incentive or charter to verify that that
he recommended risk reduction measures actually achieved the
esired result. The motivational aspect of Kaizen rarely mani-
ests itself in these activities. The author can recall few HAZOP
essions that would qualify as “fun” with corresponding celebra-
ions of success. A HAZOP team may disband without knowing
f the team efforts paid off with demonstrated risk reduction
nd a safer plant, or for that matter, if any of the recommended
hanges were made at all!

Process Safety practitioners have recognized that the next
ave of improvement to major accident hazard management

ies in the behavioral aspects of workers and leaders. Building
pon good standards and management practices, the behavioral
spect influences how individuals internalize and apply those
ractices willingly. Kaizen has long recognized that effective
olutions have a factual/technical component and a personal
omponent; it is the latter that seems to be in need of improve-
ent in the process safety arena. Process Safety professionals

ave many approaches for analyzing the risk-improvements in
manufacturing plant; however, methods to imbed a process

afety philosophy (a much softer, fuzzier, concept) in its employ-
es are not nearly so common. The Kaizen model may be one
uch mechanism to fuse the process safety philosophy and risk
anagement approach.

. Poke yoke

Poke yoke (poh-kah yoh-kay) [4] is a Japanese term, and
pproach, for mistake proofing a design or process. Shiegeo
hingo (Toyota) is credited with first applying the term to the
anufacturing industry. The basis for poke yoke is that defects

ccur because of worker errors. Therefore, to prevent errors,
mechanism needs to be in place to alert the worker to the

otential for error and, where possible, eliminate the error early
n the process thereby taking a preventive approach. Although
oke yokes may be used for mistake proofing any process, poke
okes are usually targeted to repetitive tasks where the poten-
ial for human error is more likely. An example of poke yoke
n everyday situations is the requirement to remove your ATM

ard before receiving cash-thereby reducing error and orphaned
TM cards. An example of poke yoke principles in industrial
nvironments would be the variety of connectors and fittings
or industrial gasses applicable only to certain gases. This pre-
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to some 1.5 million patents world-wide). In this context, an
inventive problem was one that introduced another problem,
requiring resolution of both problems for the ideal solution.
K. Van Scyoc / Journal of Haza

ents, for example, inadvertent connection of inert nitrogen to
reathing air.

Central to application of poke yokes is the need to under-
tand those tasks, activities, or functions that pose potential
or human error. As with Kaizen, it is important to physi-
ally be where the work is being carried out and involve those
ho carry out the work. Process or task mapping of the work

s important to systematically identify those opportunities for
istake proofing. In poke yokes, there is a preferred hierar-

hy for implementing solutions. Preference is given to those
olutions that prevent potential for human error, rather than
olutions that require recovery from human error. For exam-
le, a mistake-proof way to verify that a tank vent is open before
e-inventorying an atmospheric tank is a better solution than
ethods alerting the operator that a “suck-in” is imminent. Addi-

ionally, there is to be a preference for the simple, inexpensive,
olution over the complex. Data suggests that the majority of
ffective poke yoke devices or solutions cost less than $500 to
mplement.

Though mistake proofing can be built into design, some activ-
ties require checks by workers. Poke yokes promote conducting
source’ inspections to verify that conditions for safe/error-
ree execution of a task are in place prior to conducting the
ask. “Informative” activities are used during a task to provide
eedback or a self-check that controls are in place. ‘Judgment’
nspections may be used to discard or halt work judged to be
n error. These three inspections are given in preference order,
nd for critical processes, a combination of all three may be
arranted.
As an example, if a company manufactured large batches

f relief valves, “source” inspections by the line employees
ould be made to verify that raw materials had proper cer-

ificates, manufacturing processes were properly adjusted, and
hat test equipment has been calibrated. Once in the process
f manufacture, “informative” activities (such as verifying cor-
ect assembly) may be conducted, providing another step to
void manufacture of substandard valves. “Judgment” inspec-
ions in this case may include additional tests or checks if
igher than usual failure rates are discovered, or, for exam-
le, if “equivalent” substitute parts were used-raising suspicion
hether the product truly satisfied design requirements. A

ombination of these layered checks does not have huge
ost implications, but can prevent batches of valves being
ejected.

A similar approach may be used for hazardous activities; it
s not limited to manufacturing processes. Where process plant
perators have repetitive activities (such as changing filters, pro-
ess sampling, minor maintenance, loading/unloading tank cars,
tc.), poke yoke may be used to identify better approaches to the
ask-even for those individuals who have been doing those tasks
or decades.

Successive checking is also called for to avoid having mis-
akes go unchecked; the sooner feedback is given, the sooner

orrections may be made. This procedural approach to mistake
roofing is evident in energy isolation procedures where all suc-
essive workers confirm that the system is indeed de-energized
rior to conducting work.

R

P
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Extensive treatment of human error in process safety is given
n the book Guidelines for Preventing Human Error in Process
afety [5].

. TRIZ (theory of inventive problem solving)

Process safety activities sometimes conflict with desired
perational requirements. In process safety, there is an under-
ying drive to eliminate or minimize hazardous substances
ith a preference for simple solutions over complex ones.
hese principles are not always possible to achieve in light
f production demands and chemical process design. Thus,
s both process safety and process design practices have
volved, there is a constant struggle to achieve optimum busi-
ess performance with safe operation. Reconciling these two
ometimes opposing demands requires innovation and problem
olving.2

Where long established solutions exist, these solutions tend to
e codified in engineering and technical standards (e.g. improved
ump designs, material properties and selection, corrosion pro-
ection methods). However, when the solutions are not obvious,
r improvements on existing solutions are needed, one would
ot only desire to determine what needs improvement, but also
onsider alternatives of how to approach it. Often, the individu-
ls tasked to resolve these technical issues have experience and
nowledge in one or two fields of study, and may not be aware
f possible solution alternatives. TRIZ [6] (pronounced trees)
elps feed innovation by building on an empirical catalog of how
echnical innovation has occurred in the past. Process safety pro-
essionals encourage learning from events and accidents to avoid
he same or similar event from recurring. Through TRIZ, inven-
ive problem solving builds on the experience of thousands of
revious problem solvers, and points one to solution areas wor-
hy of consideration. It is usually applied to objects and much
ess so to processes, chemical or otherwise.

At its core, TRIZ is built from the concept of ideality which,
imply put, is that technical systems must evolve toward elimi-
ation of harmful effects while leaving nothing but the beneficial
ffects of that technology—thus an ideal case.

Genrich S. Altshuller is regarded as the father of TRIZ. He
as a patent expert in the former Soviet Union in the 1940’s.
s a mechanical engineer in this function, he began to see that
ery similar principles were used to solve problems as technol-
gy advanced. In fact, he determined that 90% of engineering
roblems posed had been solved somewhere else in very simi-
ar ways-the challenge was to guide the innovators to potential
olutions that may be outside of their own experience base.

He initially screened over 200,000 patents looking for inven-
ive problems and how they were solved (this was later increased
ather than seeking a trade-off, he observed that the most inno-

2 The acronym TRIZ is the Russian acronym for “The Theory of Inventive
roblem Solving”.
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ative solutions eliminated or resolved the contradiction. An
xample of this may be shown in modern LNG liquefaction
lants where natural gas is processed and chilled to approxi-
ately −160 ◦C. Production demands require high throughput

o produce the required volumes of liquefied natural gas, and a
onventional gas ‘chilling’ heat exchanger design would be pro-
ibitively large if construction was based on traditional design
nd materials. Several manufacturers were able to resolve the
apacity and size/weight contradiction through innovative use
f lighter, more heat conductive, aluminum components while
imultaneously increasing the available surface area for more
fficient heat transfer. Thus, the contradiction of throughput
apacity and size was addressed.

Altshuller organized his observations and provided a way to
onnect the engineering parameters to the inventive principles.
he basic components of the method are:

39 Engineering Parameters. These fundamental 39 parame-
ters were identified as features of inventive problems posed
in patents. See Fig. 3 for examples.
40 Inventive Principles. These 40 principles represent the
various problem solutions that resolved contradictions.
Contradiction Matrix [7]. This matrix, Fig. 4, is a road-map
between the technical contradiction and the possible solu-
tions given in the 40 inventive principles. The 39 Engineering
parameters are present in both an x and y axis, giving a 39 × 39
matrix. The Contradiction Matrix is, in principle, applica-
ble to all contradictions, regardless of the problem at hand.
The ‘improving feature’ of the problem (e.g. improved reli-
ability) is given on one axis, while the other axis represents
‘worsening features’ that may be secondary problems; thus
a contradiction. At the intersection of each improving fea-
ture and worsening feature, applicable inventive principles
are given by reference number.

Key to application of TRIZ is the following, Fig. 5:

Capability to define a problem in technical terms, recogniz-
ing that resolution of one problem may introduce another
(e.g. higher operating temperatures/pressures may increase
production, but also may affect the potential for corrosion or

cracking in pressure equipment).
Once the problem is defined, technical attributes of the prob-
lem and the possible secondary effects are represented in
terms of the 39 engineering parameters. This important step

•

able 1
nventive principles applied to sofa-balloon case

nventive principle Suggestion

2 taking out Separate an interfering part or prop
an object, or single out the only nec
part (or property) of an object

13 the other way around Invert the action(s) used to solve the
(e.g. instead of cooling an object, h
Fig. 3. Selected TRIZ Features.

is crucial for successful TRIZ application. It requires some
knowledge of cause and effect; some have suggested that Root
Cause Analysis would be a very good tool to correctly mate
the ‘improving’ feature to the ‘worsening’ feature.
The contradictions table then provides a link to a selection

of inventive principles (by number) that might be considered
in the solution. By thoughtful consideration of the inventive
principles shown, the ideal solution may be discovered.

Possible application to problem

erty from
essary

The necessary part of the sofa is the seat, to
meet the owner’s desire. Build the balloon
basket with one side in the shape of a sofa,
thus adding no “new” mass to the structure

problem
eat it)

Rather than putting a sofa in a balloon, put
the balloon in the sofa. A giant sofa shaped
balloon, or a sofa filled with lighter than air
materials (e.g. inflatable)
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RIZ Contradiction Table.
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Fig. 4. Excerpt of T

Consider this somewhat absurd, but thought provoking illus-
ration: a somewhat eccentric hot air balloonist is weary of
tanding in the suspended basket, and wants to have a sofa to
it on. Such a luxury must be carried out in a way to avoid
xceeding the load capacity of the balloon. In this case the
improving” feature is #33, Ease of Operation, with the wors-
ning feature (the contradiction), #1 Weight of Moving Object.
or this case, the contradiction matrix suggests several Inven-

ive Principles that may apply (i.e. #25, #2, #13, and #15).
or brevity, only a few of the Inventive Principles are given

n Table 1 along with a suggested approach from the guid-

nce of the Inventive Principles. The possible applications are
pawned by an “extensive” 5 min brainstorm with the author’s
olleagues.

able 2
xamples of inventive principles and process safety measures [9]

isk strategy Example inventive principlesa Ex

hysical contradictions (1) Separation/segmentation Se
(2) Taking out Su
(3) Local quality Co

echnical contradictions (4) Universality Se
(5) “Nested doll” Ne
(10) Preliminary action Pu
(27) Inexpensive, short-lived objects Ru
(28) Mechanics substitution Us
(29) Discarding/recovering Se
(35) Parameter changes Tra

rganizational contradictions (12) Equipotentiality De
(15) Dynamics Ac
(17) Another dimension Re
(23) Feedback Au

a Numbers reflect TRIZ Inventive Principle reference numbers from 1 to 40. A sele
Fig. 5. TRIZ Process Summary.

ample process safety measures

parate hazardous areas from populated areas
bstitute a less hazardous component for a hazardous component
nsider geological or weather effects in determining placement of process units

lect components that fulfill multiple functions
sted control loops
rging confined spaces of hazardous substances prior to entry. Energy isolation
pture disk
e a tracer gas for easier detection of leaks
lect process with non-hazardous waste
nsfer & handle substances in safer physical state

sign operator tasks to minimize fatigue (e.g. elevation changes)
count for variability in operator and maintenance skill sets
design operator interface to control panel
dits, reviews, key performance indicators

ction is given here.
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[8] Triz Journal, Solving Contradictions Problems Related To Safety Integra-

tion In Design Process, R. HASAN, Université Henri Poincaré Faculté des
Sciences et al., January 2004.

[9] Chemical Engineering Progress, AIChE, Solve Problems Inventively, Jack
Hipple, April 2005.
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Applying TRIZ for process safety “inventions” and innova-
ion is likely to be for securing incremental improvements in pro-
ess performance, or for combining two otherwise established
olutions into a new innovation. Hazan [8] suggests that its appli-
ation for safety parallels a risk mitigation strategy where gains
re made through a layered approach to resolving contradictions:

Inherent safety parameters are addressed through exploring
physical contradictions. Following that,
Engineered safety and safeguards are addressed through
exploring technical contradictions, and
Procedural/operations safety parameters are addressed by
exploring organizational contradictions.

As with the balloon example, various solutions or mea-
ures may be taken to address the process safety contradictions.
able 2 provides process safety measures that may be associated
ith various TRIZ Inventive Principles.
The examples shown above are very general in nature, and

rovide an indication of the direction that maturing technology
ystems may be driven when applying TRIZ principles. As a
ecent example, there is an industry effort to radically re-design
ail tank cars carrying hazardous materials. TRIZ is one of the
ethods being used to design an innovative tank car that is 5 to

0 times less likely to release cargo in accidents.
Although TRIZ was constructed with innovation, technology

erformance, and quality improvement in mind, there appears
o be movement toward its use for improvement of safety and
usiness processes.
. Concluding remarks

The paper summarized three methods in common use in the
eld of quality and manufacturing process improvement. All
s Materials 159 (2008) 42–48

ethods have a technical basis, but rely on the human element
or lasting effect. Practitioners of quality improvement are hon-
ng manufacturing processes to achieve defect-free processes,
nd a combination of quality control and quality management
pproaches are used to achieve success.

There is no silver-bullet for managing Process Safety. A
ariety of approaches working in concert, and continuously
mproved, will lead to safer operating plants. It is hoped that this
rief exploration of manufacturing process improvement tools
sed to improve quality will foster equally effective improve-
ents in the management of Process Safety.
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